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I don’t say that I was necessarily popular,
but I think a lot of guys who fought with me…
agreed with what I was trying to do....

Sydney Valpy Radley-Walters1

Introduction

F
or Sydney Valpy Radley-Walters, few events 
were more significant than the D-Day landing on 
6 June 1944 and the tortuous fighting that fol-
lowed on the continent. During what would 
prove to be a long and dangerous campaign, Rad 

matured quickly from a young and relatively inexperienced 
officer into a highly competent and respected battlefield 
leader. His abilities and endurance were tested repeatedly 
throughout the latter half of 1944 – indeed, until war’s end 
– yet his stolid style of leadership served as the one constant 
upon which he could confidently rely and upon which his 
soldiers could resolutely depend. It was a style influenced by 

his personality, his accumulated experience, his time prepar-
ing for battle, and battle itself.2  What made him an able 
field commander is difficult to define precisely, but the gen-
eral manner in which he approached campaigning in 
Normandy, emphasizing, as he did, the welfare of his sol-
diers, battlefield innovation, and leadership from the front – 
among a handful of other maxims – served him and the 
Sherbrooke Fusilier Regiment (SFR, the 27th Armoured 
Regiment) extremely well, and contributed to both his and 
the unit’s success.
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Protecting His Soldiers

Rad enjoyed commanding soldiers. He was, at times, a 
strict disciplinarian, as he had to be, yet sternness was 

also balanced by profound warmth and a strong, caring per-
sonality. He enjoyed interacting with his men, whether play-
ing sports, instructing, or just chatting informally.  When 
battle came, as might be expected, he continued to pay par-
ticular attention to their welfare.  Although his concern at 
times served a somewhat cold and utilitarian purpose – he 
realized that those who were more content tended to fight 
better than those who were less so, and that he ultimately 
needed five men to man a tank3 – he also genuinely cared for 
them as individuals.

The manner in which he broached psychological injuries 
is particularly instructive. In Normandy, when opportunity 
and circumstances permitted, he often sent to the rear those 
men who were either becoming or had 
already become exhausted. Given the con-
stant pace of operations, physical and men-
tal fatigue presented very real challenges 
that threatened to compromise the effective-
ness of his squadron. He did not always fol-
low the prescribed methods of evacuation in 
treating such casualties. In his opinion, and 
his experience gradually supported him in 
this, if a man was suffering from a slight case of battle 
exhaustion, he had to be removed from the front, yet kept 
within the unit proper. He learned quickly that men who were 
evacuated through the formal medical system – field ambu-
lances, aid posts, hospitals, and the like – usually did not 
return to the same unit, if they returned to the front at all. 
Worse still, at each of these stages of evacuation, they usually 
encountered other soldiers who had suffered traumatic wounds, 
both physical and mental. Rather than expose his soldiers to 
such sights – sights that he thought would only worsen their 
feelings of helplessness and possibly lessen their already slim 
chances of returning to the SFR – he preferred to send them to 
the regiment’s rear echelon where they could rest, sleep, eat 
regular meals, and let the stress of battle slip away under the 
supervision of the regimental sergeant-major. Although 
removed from battle, these men still engaged in meaningful 
activity, constantly bringing ammunition, food, and other 
necessities to the front. In time, they frequently asked to be 
returned to normal duty, wanting to rejoin their friends who 
had been carrying on the fight without them. Rad believed 
that there was no sense in sending away good men who just 
required a bit of time to rest. However, soldiers who obviously 
required more than just a few days behind the lines were 
treated through the appropriate channels.4

The need to balance the welfare of his soldiers with the 
imperative to field an effective squadron weighed heavily. 
Everyone would have benefitted from being left out of battle, 
but it was simply not realistic to send large numbers of rela-
tively healthy soldiers away during periods when they were 

needed the most. Yet, when deciding who should rest and who 
should remain in the field, Rad relied upon the knowledge that 
he had gleaned about each of his subordinates. The practice of 
taking a keen interest in his men was something that he had 
started early in his military career, and it ultimately paid divi-
dends in many venues and circumstances. By being familiar 
with their individual traits, characters, and personalities, he 
was able to determine when something was wrong, and, by 
extension, how best their predicaments could be resolved. The 
more he knew about them, the better prepared he was to take 
immediate action when problems became manifest. When he 
did not know a soldier as well as he might have wished – 
which was often the case later in the campaign, given the con-
stant casualties and resulting influx of replacements – he spoke 
to the most senior member of a tank crew, inquired about the 
condition of a man in question, and weighed the advice that he 
received. The close confines of a tank, and the accumulated 
time that the men spent together, gave each crew member 

unparalleled and invaluable knowledge about 
each other – a level of knowledge that Rad 
could not always achieve himself, yet one 
that he was more than willing to capitalize 
upon when required. As he commented, “...
try and build up an intimate relationship with 
the crew commander, the person who is in 
command of that little group that stays in the 
tank, and try to find out ... just how the men 

are, how are they doing, and we found out …that this was ter-
ribly necessary....”5   

Rad also sought to protect the welfare of his soldiers by 
controlling, to a certain extent, the tasks that they performed. 
After particularly arduous engagements, the regiment rou-
tinely salvaged damaged tanks from the battlefield in order 
that they might be put back in service. Those in worse condi-
tion were sometimes scavenged for parts. Much of this was 
grisly work, as many contained human remains in various 
states of recognition and dismemberment. After one particu-
larly trying episode, in which the body of one of his soldiers 
was unconventionally extracted, Rad decided that, no matter 
how badly his squadron required tanks, his soldiers were not 
to concern themselves with the removal of what remained 
inside. He told his men soon thereafter, “…[to] just leave it 
alone ... just do your own business in your own tank, and 
that’s it, save life in your own tank, but don’t wander around 
trying to do other things. There’s people that are coming 
behind that can do all of that....”6 Here, Rad had in mind the 
padres, stretcher-bearers, impressed German prisoners and 
others who were responsible for supporting those who fought.

Rad realized that it was best to avoid handling and inter-
ring human remains. It was already hard enough to have lost 
one’s friends, and such activities, although necessary, only 
made matters worse. In his opinion, the aim was ‘to keep the 
fighters fighting,’ and that meant ensuring that despondency 
did not get the better of them. He naturally allowed them to 
pay respects in their own way and as a given situation best 

“Rad believed that 
there was no sense in 

sending away good 
men who just required 
a bit of time to rest.”
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dictated – not allowing them to do so 
could have been equally damaging – but 
he generally discouraged intimacy. In this, 
Rad made a conscious decision to shield 
his soldiers from unnecessary trauma; 
there was already enough of that to go 
around. Preventing his men from partici-
pating in such gruesome activities ensured 
that they remained focused upon the tasks 
at hand. His soldiers’ mental well-being, so he reasoned, 
would not be well served by salvaging damaged tanks. If the 
regiment did the fighting, then others, for lack of a better 
phrase, “…could clean up the mess.”7

Morale

As the squadron commander, Rad was forced to keep 
morale from waning, in light of the constant casualties 

suffered by the SFR in Normandy. Each soldier coped with 

injury and death in his own way, but Rad 
felt that he must attempt to help his men 
come to terms with the anxiety and despair 
that oftentimes resulted after costly 
engagements. Taking an active role, he 
constantly reminded his soldiers of their 
job, and, when the moment seemed oppor-
tune, recalled some funny incidents that 
involved those who had recently fallen. 

Some well-placed levity, balanced by appropriate and solemn 
respect, lifted much of the tension. Personally knowing the 
men under his command aided specifically in this regard, for 
he knew what characteristics were particular to each man that 

he had just lost, and, as a result, he knew where 
best his efforts could be placed:

I think the thing I tried to do when we lost a 
number of people [was to focus upon] the 
good things, and say ‘we lost Sergeant Snooks 
[a pseudonym] this morning …and you know, 
he was a damn good troop leader. We’re going 
to miss him, but some of us just [have to] 
carry on.’  I tried to get the conversation going 
that [way], you know, get people smiling 
again, rather [than] talking about the poor 
individual that had been killed. And that was 
[the] trend I tried to keep going all the way 
through.  Silly to sort of say ‘keep happy,’ but 
basically that was the sense that we [culti-
vated], you know, ‘he’s too tough for most, 
but he’s okay with us,’ and get that attitude 
[going]. And you know, it worked, no ques-
tion in my mind it worked....8 

In this manner, Rad tried to keep his men 
focused upon their responsibilities. Rather than 
let the recent deaths continue to weigh on their 
minds, he offered them all some words of praise 
and encouragement. If he had remained aloof and 
uncaring, morale might have suffered.  Rad did 
not ‘cure’ his men of their despondency simply 
by speaking to them in subtle tones, but, rather, 
his actions and words, to a degree, positively 
aided in their coming to terms with the now-
altered reality of life in the regiment. As with 
much else, he was vigilant and active and availed 
himself of “any opportunity … of getting the 
men together and talking to them and … trying to 
impress [on] them that everything is going well.”9  
Keeping his men going forward on the right path 
and toward the right goal required both constant 
attention and frequent action. He quickly realized 

that it was not enough simply to lead in battle. It was equally 
necessary to lead when out of the line, so that when the squad-
ron returned to the front, his soldiers were as ready as they 
could be to continue pressing the enemy.
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Radley-Walters and his tank crew, Normandy 1944.

“With constant operations 
came constant casualties, 

and integrating  
replacements presented 
Rad with some practical 
leadership challenges.”
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Integrating Replacements

With constant operations came constant casualties, and 
integrating replacements presented Rad with some 

practical leadership challenges. Through collective experi-
ence, the act of battle quickly forged his squadron into a 
cohesive team that fought well together.  Problems arose, 
however, in attempting to integrate new men as seamlessly as 
possible without further disrupting the group’s overall syn-
ergy above and beyond that already occasioned by recent 
losses. To overcome this difficulty, Rad gave his replacements 
as much practical instruction on the ways of his squadron as 
time permitted. He frequently showed his new soldiers how he 
tended to fight his tanks so that they were at least familiar 
with his squadron’s basic procedures.  A quick and sparse 
introduction it most definitely was – behind a tank, in the 
dark, with only rocks as teaching aids, usually on the same 
day that they arrived at the regiment – but with another 
engagement looming in the not-too-distant future, it was the 
best introduction that could have been realistically provided. 
Due to the pace of operations, Rad could provide his soldiers 
with only the bare minimum of instruction; a more substan-
tive education would have to await a lull … or battle itself. In 
doing this, Rad was practising what to him was one of his 
most important leadership functions, that of providing his 
soldiers with as much information as possible: “...keep talking 
to them, in other words, passing all the tips you can whenever 
you can,  having little groups all the time...”10

When integrating replacements into his squadron, Rad 
always shied away from showing favouritism. He endeavoured 

to treat everyone the same on a personal level, and, in this 
way, he hoped to gain their respect, confidence, and trust. 
Naturally, he singled out his most-recently-joined soldiers for 
extra instruction, but necessity demanded such an approach. 
That a handful of men might be new to the squadron did not 
matter much to Rad, for he immediately considered them part 
of the larger team – an attitude that must have been inspiring 
and reassuring for those on the receiving end. The need to 
field as many tanks as possible meant that everyone had an 
indispensible role to play within the squadron, and all person-
nel were treated accordingly. He earnestly attempted to avoid 
situations in which his replacements felt as if they had to work 
toward gaining membership in the team, as if they were sec-
ond-class citizens in a one-class society. As Rad recalled:

Well, I think the big thing was don’t pick [single] out 
anybody … every person should be treated exactly the 
same whether he’s been with you for three years or he 
just came in yesterday, that’s what I tried to do. …now 
that’s not easy because [I] had people that I started 
with in Canada that are now in the field four years 
later in Normandy, and then you have the guys that 
just came in yesterday….  I was always fighting myself 
to make sure that I treated everybody equally and I 
think I got their confidence, because after the war was 
over and we’d have reunions, and so on, … they point 
out your bad points, your bad faults, I suppose, and the 
good ones, and they said, ‘you know, that’s one thing 
you did regardless of where the hell we came from or 

what we were like … you treated 
us all exactly the same and we 
appreciated it,’ so I think that 
was important.11

Creating the Big Picture

To further aid his replacements in 
their transition, and to increase 

their understanding of how his squad-
ron fought, Rad tried to keep his 
orders simple, concise and straightfor-
ward.  He reasoned that overly com-
plicated instructions had the potential 
to jeopardize success by confusing a 
situation at hand. However, he endea-
voured to give his soldiers as much 
information as possible concerning 
the situation into which they would 
soon be thrust. In part, Rad’s squad-
ron was successful because of his 
common sense approach:

... before an operation ... you’ve 
got a fair idea about the outline 
of the operation. … To start off, 

get the whole friggin’ works together behind a barn or 
somewhere and sit down in a spot where you can talk 
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A Sherbrooke Fusiliers Sherman leads soldiers of the Fusiliers Mont Royal into the streets of 
Falaise, 17 August 1944.
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to them and say this is what it’s going to be, and you 
take your time, maybe on the side you’ve got a crayon 
or you use whatever facilities you’ve got … and you 
show them, ‘and this where we are and over on the 
right here is going to be so and so ... and we’re going 
to work with these people down here …’12

Indeed, in preparation for Operation Charnwood, Rad 
ensured, “…[that] all Crew Comds [Commanders] were briefed 
the evening of 7 Jul 44.  They were given the complete big 
picture in as much detail as possible.”13

Rad found that passing on as much information as was 
permitted, however it was accomplished, served a useful pur-
pose. He tried whenever he could to inform his men of what 
would happen next, so that they were prepared for the upcom-
ing operation and knew 
generally what to expect.  
By knowing the overall 
plan, they were better 
able to improvise when 
operations started to fal-
ter. Therefore, they were 
able to act appropriately 
and consistently without 
having to wait for orders. 
Knowing his intent, they 
could react to situations 
more intelligently and 
effectively than what 
might otherwise have 
been the case if they had 
known little or nothing 
overall. The better he 
prepared his soldiers, 
the better were their 
chances of success.  As 
Rad observed:

… we all have to 
understand that we have to keep passing the informa-
tion that we got initially and … keep telling the men 
because they’re in the dark if you don’t tell them. …in 
many cases the men fight their battle based on what 
they’re told to do, and you’ve got to keep ensuring in 
the back of your mind that they do understand what 
they’re supposed to do.14

In developing his plans for upcoming operations, Rad, 
true to character, always allowed his men to offer their input, 
since they could often add detail critical to success: 

Before you ever came up with a plan, though, you 
made sure that if corporal so and so had been down 
that friggin’ road and got shot, …and he knew where 
certain mines were, or so and so had something to add 
which was very, very important to the plan that you 

wanted to carry out, you had to have your ears open 
and listen to him....15

Rad certainly was not the type to simply make plans on 
his own without at least asking for input from those who 
were responsible for carrying out those plans, and who might 
have valuable information to add. Despite allowing some 
time for questions and discussion, when it came time for his 
formal orders, Rad was always “…very emphatic as to what 
was needed at that particular time and who was to go and do 
so and so.”16  Ultimately, it was Rad’s orders that mattered, 
not the group’s opinion or consensus. Not every situation 
was approached in this manner, either. Sometimes there sim-
ply was no opportunity for consultation, and Rad, as the 
squadron commander, had to act quickly and decisively in 
the absence of input from his subordinates.

Promotions

Battlefield promotions occurred frequently to fill the void 
caused by casualties. Leaders had to be replaced, and 

the best source of replacements was from within the regi-
ment. The men ultimately advanced to fill vacancies gener-
ally had experience, understood the unit’s climate, proclivi-
ties, and nuances, and, perhaps most important of all, they 
knew the men over whom they assumed command. In these 
respects, they had a distinct advantage over ‘outsiders,’ men 
drawn from beyond the SFR to fill positions within. As the 
squadron commander, the responsibility for selecting suit-
able replacements fell upon Rad in one way or another. 
Owing to his rank and position, he had the authority to pro-
mote to corporal, and he often did so. The whole process was 
all very matter of fact:
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Orville Fisher, Tanks Passing Under a Destroyed Railway Bridge.
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They were promoted right there on the spot.  You 
would call up the adjutant and say, ‘Trooper Hill is 
now Corporal Hill.’  That’s all you did and he put them 
through on orders.  ...  The paperwork was at a mini-
mum and often got behind us.  ...  Paperwork just 
wasn’t that important.17 

In comparison, only the Sherbrookes’ commanding offi-
cer (CO), Lieutenant-Colonel Mel Gordon, could promote to 
sergeant, and even higher authority from either brigade or 
division was required for promotions to yet-higher rank.18 

Although the promotion process may have been simple in 
operation, Rad expended much thought and effort in selecting 
the men whom he believed should be advanced. He did not 
promote haphazardly, but, rather, he promoted or recom-
mended those whom he thought would perform best at the 
next level of responsibility. Being familiar with his men gave 
Rad a certain degree of knowledge upon which he could base 
and justify his decision, but, as in dealing with casualties, he 
also relied heavily upon those leaders who spent a greater 
amount of time with the men than he did – his non-commis-
sioned officers (NCOs).  Although Rad tried to know all his 
soldiers personally, he was not always as well placed as his 
NCOs to offer an opinion upon an individual’s strengths, 
weaknesses, and potential. He recalled, “...so you get a hold of 
your top NCO, not always the sergeant-major because he 
wasn’t fighting, he was doing something else, and then you 
picked the guy....”19 By considering input from those who were 
most familiar with the soldiers, Rad attempted to ensure that 
the best and the most able were promoted, for the success of 
his squadron and the lives of his soldiers depended heavily 
upon the correct individual filling the correct 
position.  Such exchanges required a great 
amount of trust between Rad and those whom 
he consulted.

He also considered other factors in mak-
ing his selection. The input that he received 
from his senior NCOs and his own personal 
knowledge was supplemented by other fac-
tors, such as whether or not the individual had received appro-
priate training in England to undertake the duties that he might 
assume.  More important, however, Rad considered how a 
given man had performed in battle thus far. Was he compe-
tent? Was he a good leader?  Was he dependable? The answers 
to all of these questions, and more, influenced his final deci-
sion – a decision that was made under the pressure and duress 
of active operations:

... and that’s the way life is in action. You don’t have 
very much time to do normal things that you do in 
peacetime.  And how can you give these guys courses 
[to formally qualify for their promotion]? You’ve 
just got to accept them because of their worth and 
what you believe they’re good at and promote them 
right there.20  

Leading from the Front

A substantial amount of Rad’s time was spent in dealing 
with casualties and their complex aftermaths. His experi-

ence in the field certainly made him aware of the high cost of 
battle, yet he never shied away from situating himself squarely 
in the middle of it all. He understood that he had to lead from 
the front, setting a personal example for all to follow, and 
sharing the same dangers as his men. This was, he thought, the 
very least that they deserved and the very least that he could 
offer. Since they had to risk their lives, so did he. As one of 
his former soldiers remarked: “Rad had to be there,” and he 
would never ask someone to do something that he was not 
prepared to do himself.21 As Rad once remarked: 

… you’ve got to be seen; you can’t hang back. You’ve 
got to be with the men.  … we had some [officers] that 
hung back and you could tell by the resistance that 
came, not necessarily resistance, but no enthusiasm at 
all from the men. And they wanted to see their leader 
with them doing the things that they [were] doing and 
so on, and they [wanted] him up in front and….  I 
believe leading comes from the front, with all the 
chances [that] the men are taking, you’re taking the 
same chances that they are, and there’s where you 
build a confidence.22  

The men expected to see their leader (or to at least know 
that he was present) and Rad was determined to be at the 
front whenever his squadron engaged the enemy.  Actively 
participating in battle, moreover, allowed him to assess devel-
oping situations quickly, determine the next course of action, 

and issue orders to that effect. Given the flu-
idity and dynamism of each engagement, it 
was essential that he be able to issue immedi-
ate direction, based upon sound apprecia-
tions.  Sometimes his willingness to go for-
ward yielded other, equally important results.  
During Operation Atlantic, for instance, his 
“…personal audacious recces and those of 
his daring Sgt. R. Beardsley” resulted in the 

capture of “…enemy wireless Code Signs, complete technical 
data on the Panther [tank], and a mass of other valuable infm 
[information].”23

Regrettably, some fellow officers did not share Rad’s phi-
losophy of leadership. One such individual that came to the 
SFR from another regiment proved to be a poor squadron 
commander, because he preferred the rear and safety to the 
front and danger. From Rad’s perspective:

The men hated him for the simple reason he wasn’t 
there.  All they heard of him was on the radio, and 
they knew he was fairly far back and commenting, 
‘Push on, push on.  Number 1 troop get going!  What 
the hell’s holding you up?’ You know you can’t do that 
when you’re three hills back.24

“Battlefield  
promotions occurred 
frequently to fill the 

void caused by  
casualties.”
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In this circumstance, a subordinate officer led the men 
in battle and was, for all intents and purposes, the squadron’s 
real leader, although the formal organization chart stated 
otherwise.

In order to control the battle as best he could, Rad main-
tained constant contact with the tanks of his squadron over the 
radio. His calm and collected voice not only reassured his 
men, but also demonstrated his presence at the front.  Some of 
his fellow soldiers described the radio net during heated 
engagements as “very flat,” in which no one yelled or made 
others nervous.  In directing the battle over the radio, Rad was 
methodical, precise, almost matter of fact.25 He sometimes 
hung back a little, in order to give himself the best perspective 
possible of the developing situation, but he, like his men, was 
very much in danger:

… the big thing is control by talking to them on the 
wireless, keep talking to them.  In other words, don’t 
just have a lull and nobody hears anything, just keep 
calling … ‘hello one, and move now about 200 yards 
to your right’ and so on, ‘okay, number three, one is 
moving over there, you support him’ and so on, ‘start 
firing now’ and such.  In other words, get them into 
the whole business of covering one another as you’re 
moving ... and you’re heard if you’re on a squadron or 
a regimental net, everybody hears you, every tank,  so 
they understand what the action is and what you’re 
doing in fighting it.  You just don’t go banging off 
across the country with nobody talking to you.26

Innovation

Although Rad had a knack for interacting with people, his 
abilities did not end there. To be sure, he was also pos-

sessed of great technical aptitude and the ability to think ‘out-
side the box.’ The campaign in Normandy presented a number 
of novel difficulties, yet he devised both innovative and effec-
tive solutions, sometimes on his own, and sometimes in coop-
eration with others.  Rad constantly demonstrated a profound 
ability and willingness to innovate, or, at the very least, to bor-
row solutions from others that had proven effective. He endea-
voured to learn as much from his surroundings as he could – 
other soldiers, his own experience, and available publications 
– and to adapt these lessons to his own particular situation. 
Possessing an active mind, developed in childhood through an 
emphasis upon education, he was never content to leave some-
thing the way it was if a better way could be found. The status 
quo was certainly not unassailable.

Rad constantly made a point, whenever the time and 
opportunity presented themselves, to discuss his technical 
problems with men from other regiments in order that knowl-
edge and ideas might be shared. He tried not to be closed-
minded, for he seized upon each meeting to learn from oth-
ers. The solution to a common challenge was often found 
simply through frank and honest discussion: “You know, we 
became great friends. …we’d get together, not frequently, but 
the odd time that we could get together, and sit down and talk 
to one another about our particular experiences, and we 
learned a great deal from one another that way.”27 And cer-
tainly, there was some pressure to innovate. Like other 
armoured regiments at the front, the Sherbrookes lost a con-
siderable number of tanks to their technically-superior foe. 
Realizing that the German machines often outclassed his 
own, Rad attempted to make the Sherman less vulnerable by 
adding additional “armour.” As with much else, he shared his 
‘solution’ with his brother officers who were likewise suffer-
ing high casualty rates:

Well, we [the SFR] and the Fort Garry Horse and the 
1st Hussars, we’d have little discussions  whenever we 
came out of action sometimes, and they said, ‘What 
are you doing Rad?’ ‘Well,’ I said, ‘we’re working at 
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Radley-Walters receiving the Distinguished Service Order from 
Canada’s Governor-General, Viscount Alexander, at the Bishop’s 
College Convocation, 20 June 1946. “For leadership, tenacity and cour-
age of the highest order. His example has been an inspiration to, not 
only his junior officers and senior non-commissioned officers, but to 
every man in his squadron.”
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night, where tanks are knocked out and so on, and tak-
ing the tracks off and we’re breaking the tracks, some 
of us are using two and three tracks together and weld-
ing that on, and some of us are cutting it right down to 
one pad, and [adding it] in certain areas and so on 
around the turret and on the flanks and so on.’  …our 
vehicle mechanics … poor devils, not only were they 
keeping us going in the daytime, but at night they were 
out there … cutting up track and so on and [they] 
welded this on in a particular pattern.  …sure I’ve 
been hit with the thing [a German round fired from a 
tank] and all my tracks flew in the air, but the bloody 
tank lived and that to us was the important thing.28 

In the end, the added armour – pieces of track spot-welded 
in place at various angles so that they would “give” when hit 
– not only made the tank less vulnerable to German fire, thus 
increasing its lifespan and usefulness on the battlefield, but it 
also saved the lives of many crewmembers.29  In this, as with 
much else, Rad was guided by the simple truism that “tanks 
could be replaced, men could not.”  All of this was done ‘on 
the spot,’ under his own initiative. Rather than waiting for a 
solution to be found elsewhere and to be disseminated through-
out the armoured corps, he developed his own remedies, dem-
onstrating his willingness to seize the initiative and to innovate 
when the situation demanded. The sharing of information 
between units was extremely important to Rad, for such a pro-
cess allowed him to capitalize upon the expertise that resided 
outside his own squadron and regiment, while, in turn, others 
could benefit from his insights and suggestions. “So there were 

lots of little hints, not hints, but good points, [which] were 
being made by just getting your experience from somebody 
else who has gone through it, who passes it down to you.”30

Such was not to be the last time that Rad was forced to 
innovate in the hopes of prolonging the service of his beloved 
tanks, and, as well, of saving the lives of the men inside.  
Because the floor of the Sherman was thin, he realized that 
sandbags placed in the bottom of the crew compartment 
would absorb much of the blast caused by anti-tank mines.31 
He recalls:

The bottom of that Sherman tank is ... thin, and Christ, 
we’ve got armour all over the outside ... but the bot-
tom was very thin.  We started losing tanks on 
mines,…so we made a long sandbag … it wasn’t a 
bumpy thing, you could move it in around….  And 
you know, that helped a great deal when a Teller 
mine, or a couple of Teller mines, went off, and [the 
sandbags] saved them.32

As before, Rad identified a problem and did the best that 
he could to overcome it with the resources on hand.  His solu-
tions were not always complicated, yet they were effective, 
and that was what mattered most.

Rad mastered the armoured soldier’s art after D-Day, but 
his expertise extended to other arms of the service as well. 
Having been introduced to the army through the artillery in 
the late 1930s and early 1940s – the Canadian Officers Training 

Corps at Bishop’s was affiliated with a Sherbrooke-
based artillery battery – he took a keen interest in this 
branch when in Normandy, appreciating its power, 
potential, and usefulness. After a few battles, he realized 
that the artillery could be the decisive factor in an 
engagement, and for this reason he learned all that he 
could about how this branch operated, its constraints, 
how he could communicate with them, and any other 
piece of information he thought useful. His days at uni-
versity gave him a good, fundamental understanding, 
but, in Normandy, he sought further detail to complete 
his working knowledge.  On many occasions, Rad had 
lost the use of the artillery when his Forward Observation 
Officer (FOO), the man responsible for bringing down 
the guns on a particular target, became a casualty. Not 
content to be robbed of such an invaluable tool, he 
learned how to call the fall of shot himself, essentially 
acting as his own FOO. Once he understood how he 
could work with the artillery, he regularly used the guns 
to assist with the regiment’s work: 

I speak to a number of people [these days] and 
they never used that [artillery and air support]. I 
thought, ‘God, that’s strange.’  It just seemed to 
come to me that there’s the artillery, why don’t 
you learn about that artillery?  I’m not an artil-
leryman, but I bloody well learned and I could be 
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The Sherbrooke Fusiliers enter Xanten, Germany, 7 March 1945. The addi-
tional armour protection on the tank’s hull is readily apparent.
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a forward observation officer for the artillery the same 
as a man who was trained to do only that particular 
job.  And the same thing with respect 
to bringing in ‘air.’ We hadn’t been 
taught in England very much about 
an air contact team to be able to 
speak to the aircraft, but it’s a skill 
that you have to learn, and in action 
is not the place to learn it.33

The same could also be said about Rad’s 
use of smoke to blind the Germans to the 
Sherbrookes’ movements. The SFR received 
no instruction in England on this score, but as 
soon as he landed in France and appreciated 
just how cloudy the battlefield could become, 
he immediately took it upon himself to learn 
how to employ smokescreens. As he recalled:

… and the other thing is educating 
yourself… I think you just keep edu-
cating yourself.  The more I think of 
every time we went into action, we 
came out having learned something 
that we didn’t know before, [such as], 
the use of smoke on the battlefield. 
None of us knew anything about it, so 
we had to learn it. Where did we learn 
it? We learned it on the battlefield.  
Some of us continued on and picked 
it up and did quite well at it....34

In nearly every engagement after D-Day, 
Rad made copious use of smoke, not only to 
give his squadron an advantage over the 
enemy, but also to afford his own soldiers a 
degree of added protection.  So convinced 
was he of its usefulness that he concluded 
after Operation Atlantic: “The practical use 
of smoke must never be forgotten particu-
larly in attack. A sqn [squadron] shoot of 
smoke produces a most effective screen.  
Serious consideration to the installing of rear 
emission smoke on tks [tanks] should be con-
sidered.”35

His willingness to learn and employ the 
trade of others, it seems fair to say, made him 
more successful than what he might other-
wise have been. The fact that he could fight 
his tanks well, even brilliantly, bring the artillery to bear when 
needed, hide his movements from the enemy, and support the 
infantry, by placing a SFR officer with the infantry and putting 
an infantry officer in a tank, made him a formidable leader in 
battle.36 His earlier experiences with the artillery, while a 
member of the COTC, and the infantry, prior to the SFR’s 
conversation to armour, made him familiar with the limitations 

and possibilities of each arm, valuable knowledge that he 
supplemented and used to great effect in Normandy.

Every Man Has His Limits – Rest in England

As the fighting continued in Normandy throughout the 
summer of 1944, the physical and mental strain of con-

stant, high-intensity operations began to take its toll on young 
Rad, and his behaviour changed appreciably. Always aggres-
sive and confident, he became even more willing and anxious 
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Operation Tractable, one of the most significant and dynamic combat engagements of the 
Normandy campaign.
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with his life, and, by association, the lives of his men, that 
were not always prudent. Rather than withdrawing from the 
perils and stress of battle, as others were wont to do when 
under similar stress, he actively sought additional opportuni-
ties to use his now-refined skills:

... I found that ... other people who were in my squad-
ron close to me ... were getting tired and I reacted the 
opposite.  I thought the Germans had their guns 
crooked. I really believed that there wasn’t a gun on 
the German side that could knock us out. We just went 
the other way, felt , ‘…give me anybody’s task, and 
we’ll do it and we’ll do it well.’ In other words, asking 
for more competition and everything....37

Rad’s changed personality, his disregard for danger, and 
his belief in his own invincibility did not go unnoticed. Mel 
Gordon soon recognized that one of his most experienced and 
able officers was acting erratically, and, as a result, Rad was 
sent back to England for a well-deserved and much-needed 
rest. From the time that he landed on the beaches to the time 
that he left the battlefield, albeit temporarily, he had seen 
some 80 days of continuous action, witnessed horrific casual-
ties, had participated in a number of major battles, and had 
assumed ever-increasing responsibilities.38 Constant activity of 

this type came at a cost, and it was only with time that it 
began to express itself.

While in England, at a Canadian Armoured Corps 
Reinforcement Unit, Rad taught others the lessons that he had 
learned through hard experience in France.  He was, in essence, 
fulfilling one of the responsibilities that he held so dear – 
namely, passing information to others who would later benefit 
from it. The pace of life in England was hectic – the need to 
quickly train adequate replacements for the front was always a 
pressing concern – but not being burdened by the same amount 
of responsibility or stress was pure pleasure, and he enjoyed 
every moment. Being removed from the battlefield, Rad took 
time to pause and reinvigorate both his mind and soul in 
preparation for his eventual return to the SFR at the front, 
which occurred some weeks later. The Normandy campaign 
was over when he resumed his command, but many more 
months of fighting lay ahead in both The Netherlands and 
Germany.  By this time, however, having been the beneficiary 
of so many formative experiences, Rad’s leadership style had 
more or less emerged in full and would continue to prove suc-
cessful until war’s end. Rad continued to learn from his later 
experiences – his driving personality would not have it any 
other way – but by the end of the Normandy campaign, he 
clearly understood both the technical aspects of fighting his 
squadron and the psychological aspects of leading his men.
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Radley-Walters in the uniform of a post-war brigadier in the pre-Unification Canadian Army.
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Conclusion

Rad stopped short of calling himself a ‘popular’ leader in 
one interview, yet he was highly respected and well-

liked by those who served with him.39 Some of his fellow 
soldiers remarked that they would have “followed him down 
the barrel of a gun,” because “…we thought he could do any-
thing.”40 Praise for his accomplishments came from all quar-
ters. When he returned to Canada after war’s end, one local 
newspaper commented: “The stories of his wonderful leader-
ship and personal bravery have become legends in the unit, 
and his record of personally knocking out eighteen German 
tanks is believed to be the highest of any Canadian officer.”41  
Rad’s reputation has only increased over time since the 
Second World War.

Much of this esteem for and confidence in his abilities 
as a leader came from his particular style of leadership that 
struck an intimate balance between accomplishing the mis-
sion and, at the same time, caring for his soldiers. His abil-
ity to lead well both on and off the battlefield stemmed from 
his professional competence, something that he always 
strove to improve, and the respect that he held for all, some-
thing that he always tried to demonstrate.  Many of his lead-
ership traits developed early in his career, as a young officer 
fresh from university, yet others required the actual trial of 
battle to emerge. In the end, he may not have done every-
thing right, but it certainly seems that he was correct more 
often than not.  

Rad approached his job seriously. He understood what 
needed to be done and sought the means that would accom-
plish these ends, whether he had to invent them himself, bor-
row them from others, or rely upon his own soldiers to suggest 
what should be done. Dealing with casualties, integrating 
replacements, overcoming technological deficiencies, among 
sundry other challenges, required an active hand, and, in many 
cases, novel solutions. For him, leadership was a human game 
in which the constant interplay between actors, and the rela-
tionships that developed, were influenced by situation and 
personalities. In the end, it is only appropriate that the final 

words here are his: “The biggest lesson I think I learnt during 
the war is that if you are willing to lead them and lead them 
well, they’ll never let you down....”42

We should like to thank the following individuals for their 
kind assistance at all stages of this project, for without their 
support and encouragement, little could have been accom-
plished: Jeff Stouffer, Pat Radley-Walters, Bill Coupland, Wyn 
van der Schee, Andrew, Harvey and Irene Theobald, Douglas 
Hope, Alf Hebbes, Paul Pellerin, Tim Cook, Bob Edwards and 
Bernd Horn.
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Pat and Rad in retirement.
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Snowbirds 3 and 9 of the Canadian Forces Snowbirds fly over the Comox area of British Columbia, 17 April 2009.


